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Introduction
The aim of the project is to investigate the potential of high-resolution lanthanum-halide scintillators for the
detection of neutron radiation by looking for the de-excitation from thermal neutron capture on the
component nuclei. As can be seen in Figures 1 & 2[1], the halide σ(n,γ) of interest are 43.63 and 11 b for 36Cl
in LaCl3 and 79Br in LaBr3 respectively. LaBr3 specifically, has been studied for its neutron detection efficiency
by investigating γ rays from σ(n,n’γ) reactions [2], whereby the much better performance of the scintillator
is thought to provide sufficient spectroscopic information to compensate for the deficiency in thermal
neutron capture cross section.

Key Signatures
The neutron captures on the stable halides of LaBr and
LaCl will result in the production of unstable
radionuclides, namely: 80Br and 82Br for LaBr, and 36Cl
and 37Cl for LaCl. The stable bromine isotopes are at
approximately 50% natural abundance, however 79Br
has the higher thermal neutron capture cross section.
Conversely, 35Cl has a natural abundance of 75.76%
coupled with a σ(n,γ) some 100 times greater than that
of 37Cl and will therefore be the dominant contribution
to any neutron signature [3]. The level scheme below
2 MeV for 36Cl (shown
in Figure 3) highlights
the potential
signatures available,
with 788, 1164, and
1601 keV likely to be
the most prominent
lines, all at 100%
intensity[1]. Data taken
with γ sources
indicated that the
detector was sensitive
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at ~1 MeV levels, but
clearly the detection efficiency will be greater for those
γ rays of 788 keV and below. The level densities of the
bromine isotopes are significantly higher than that of
36
Cl and so is not reproduced here for clarity, however,
key observables are thought to be around 165-306 keV
from (n,n’ γ) reactions[4].

Experimental Technique
Neutron measurements are performed using a 17.6
GBq AmBe source. The source is contained within a
water tank approximately 1 m3 in size, with the
detector, and additional apparatus mounted
directly above the neutron source (see Figure 6).
Due to the high γ ray background from both the
AmBe source and the 1H(n, γ)2D reaction (2.2 MeV
γ ray) [3] a 5 cm thick lead shield is put in place.
Additionally, copper is placed above the lead to
remove the 74 keV lead X-rays.

The detector comprises a 2x2 array, or “Quad”, of 6mm
SensL J-series SiPMs biased on a bespoke circuit board
(see Figure 4a). The SiPM is coupled to a 1 cm cube
scintillator, as shown in Figure 4b, with Dow Corning
silicone high-vacuum grease. Due to the inherent
hygroscopy of this family of materials, the scintillators
were fully encapsulated at manufacture. This device has
been used extensively by the University of Surrey for a
variety of scintillation materials [5], establishing
standard operating procedures. The SiPM is operated at
a nominal bias voltage of 27.3 V provided by a CAEN
N1419 PSU. The output is connected to a minicircuits
ZFL-1000LN+ fed into an Canberra 2111 TFA before
being read out by an Ortec Easy-MCA and Maestro
software.

Fig. 4b
The data is then taken from the MCA and processed
with a ROOT[6] analysis code to determine the energy
resolution of the detector as a function of energy. It was
expected, and observed, that the resolutions should be
higher than best-published due to the use of the SiPM
photodetector. Additional data was taken using
pre-fabricated LaBr and LaCl detectors coupled to an
Ortec digibase and processed with the same analysis
code.
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The expectation was that resolutions would be poorer
than quoted by the material manufacturer (and
previously published) due to a non-optimisation of the
photodetector. The trade off being the reduction in
resolution for a compact, low-power device. The
values for energies 59.5 -1332 keV taken with SiPM (S)
and PMT (P) are shown below.
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Results and Discussion
The LaCl-SiPM measurements are shown in Figure 7. Several key
features are observed, notably the significant internal radiation
from actinium contamination[7]. The large signal at channel
~1450 is due to the maximum output voltage of the TFA, which
at 5 V is much smaller than the input dynamic range of the MCA.
The peak at channel 550 is in approximately the right region to
be a result of the prompt 1.17 MeV γ ray, however, it’s presence
in the accompanying cadmium spectrum, where thermal
neutrons should be suppressed, suggests another source for this
peak. Figure 8 displays the comparison with a prefabricated LaBr
detector. Here we see improved γ ray resolution and potential
neutron indicative peaks at ~200-300 keV [2].
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Preliminary Testing
A series of gamma sources (137Cs, 22Na, 60Co, and
241
Am) was used to establish energy resolutions of
the LaHal-SiPM detectors (see Figure 5), expecting
excellent performance based on the well-known
properties of the LaBr3 and LaCl3 materials.

Detector Construction
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The project successfully developed a compact, low-power
radiation detector with good energy resolution. However,
the ability to determine the presence of neutron radiation
was inconclusive. The impact of the internal radiation from
the alpha decay of the well-known contamination due to
227
Ac is substantial [7], with a clear region observed in
Figure 7. The strong decay transitions around 1 MeV are
not present in the spectra, and so cannot be used for
neutron detection in this manner.
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